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INTRODUCTION 
 

This General Rapporteur's introduction will structure the field of bilingual education in some of the many possible 

ways. It starts with the challenges facing bilingual or multilingual education in the future. This part finishes with a 

few quotations about the role of language in education in general and in bilingual or multilingual education in 

particular. These are a sort of credo: I agree with the sentiment expressed in the quotations. Then some of the diverse 

meanings will be mentioned which are implied when people have discussed what they call "bilingual education" - 

everybody certainly does not mean the same thing. Next a few prototypes or models of bilingual education will be 

outlined, both strong and weak ones, together with the reasons which parents/authorities/groups have for choosing 

them. On the basis of evaluated experiments, tentative conclusions will be drawn about principles which might be 

generalizable across varied contexts, if one wants a school system to support high levels of bilingualism. And 

finally, I will say a few words about the societal contexts within which I see bilingual education. 

 

THE CHALLENGES 
 

The first challenge of multilingual education in the 21st Century will in my view be how to combine the two trends 

that have dominated bi/multilingual education in the past, one for the rich or majorities or dominant groups, with an 

emphasis on increased knowledge, scholastic achievement and benefits, and one for the poor or minorities or 

dominated/subordinated groups, with a focus on increased educational access, linguistic human rights, and self-

determination. More and more, as the world becomes increasingly interdependent, it is important for all its citizens, 

not just privileged elites or poor minorities, to be fluent and literate in at least two languages, preferably more. 

The second challenge will thus be to be able to offer all citizens of the 21st century a multilingual education that 

would increase the global knowledge and scholastic achievement of all, while providing greater social equity 

(between different regions of the world, between classes/social groups, racial, religious and age groups, the genders 

and between different linguistic groups) and participating in the elimination of prejudice, racism and antagonism 

labelled "ethnic". Professor Fleiner said in his introduction to this Seminar that "language has become a major cause 

for conflict". I disagree. It is "simplistic and dangerous to give too much currency to the phrase 'ethnic conflict'", 

says Alan Phillips (1994, 5), in his introduction to Asbjørn Eide's report New approaches to minority protection 

(1994). Eide, a member of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of 

Minorities, summarizes in the report his 3-year study for the Sub-Commission. Eide and Phillips (1994, 5-6) quote 

the NGO World Congress on Human Rights, New Delhi, 1991, where the phrase 'ethnic conflict' is labelled a 

misnomer which leads to false perception. Other prominent peace and conflict researchers, including Björn Hettne 

(e.g. 1987, 1990) and Rodolfo Stavenhagen (e.g. 1988, 1990), have also criticized the labelling of conflicts and 

antagonisms as 'ethnic' as soon as ethnic or linguistic lines happen to coincide with class lines, economic, 

geographical, religious or other power-related lines in a conflict. There may in some cases be a correlational 

relationship between conflict and language/ethnicity, but this should not be interpreted as a causal relationship (see 

Phillipson, Rannut & Skutnabb-Kangas, 1994; see also Fishman, 1989 and Pattanayak, 1988). 

For bilingual education to become this integrated alternative for the education of all citizens, it has to move beyond 
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its focus on only two languages. Multilingualism and multiculturalism must rest on bilingualism and biculturalism, 

as a first step but move beyond this, to recognize the linguistic human rights of all groups.
i
 In order to take the first 

step, two opposite types of understandable but still irrational fear have to be overcome - this is the third challenge. 

The first fear, typical of many Western countries could be labelled the "majority group misperception of 

bilingualism". It sees bilingualism as dangerous for national unity, as a factor which can lead to "ethnic 

unrest/conflict" (as described above) or "ghettoization" or "separatism", and in the last end to the disintegration of 

the "nation state".
ii
 United States is one of the "best" representatives for this fear, e.g. through organizations like 

U.S.English, but also others. In U.K., it takes the form of accepting multiculturalism but not multilingualism in the 

education of immigrated minorities. This fear in its most classic form is the state ideology in Turkey and is being 

upheld through laws, imprisonment, torture and physical, linguistic and cultural genocide on the Kurds (see note 26 

for references). The second fear, which we could label the "minority group misperception of bilingualism", sees 

bilingualism as something that a powerful majority forces on an unwilling powerless minority in order to be able to 

assimilate them. A recognition of this fear (which apparently was real under the Soviet rule) can be seen in many 

contributions from ex-Soviet Union countries (see e.g. Hint 1991 for the fear and Rannut 1994, Rannut & Rannut 

1995, and Leontiev 1995 for a recognition of its existence), but also in Western countries (see e.g. Rosenberg 1994). 

Overcoming the fear of bilingualism is inextricably mingled with the larger societal power issues which form a basis 

for any educational policy. I will come back to some of them in my concluding remarks. But first the quotations 

which exemplify some of the conclusions reached by people with extensive experience of bilingual education or 

lack of it: 

 

"... a multicultural and monolingual curriculum is a useless palliative in a society that claims to promote cultural 

pluralism ... multiculturalism cannot be genuinely achieved without an adequate policy of multilingualism." (Tosi 

1984, 175) 

 

"The dominant monolingual orientation is cultivated in the developed world and consequently two languages are 

considered a nuisance, three languages uneconomic and many languages absurd. In multilingual countries, many 

languages are facts of life; any restriction in the choice of language is a nuisance; and one language is not only 

uneconomic, it is absurd." (Pattanayak 1984, 82) 

 

"Many of my contemporaries have only learned Spanish in school, but they never learn it perfectly. At the same time 

they stop speaking their own language which in my case is Aymara. They end up as people without identity, people 

who belong nowhere." (Vice-president Victor Hugo Cárdenas, Bolivia, in an interview by Steffen Knudsen, in Zig 

Zag - en verden i bevægelse, 26, 1994, p. 9.; my translation from Danish). 

 

"Berlin of 1884 [when Africa was divided between the European empires, my remark] was effected through the 

sword and the bullet. But the night of the sword and the bullet was followed by the morning of the chalk and the 

blackboard. The physical violence of the battlefield was followed by the psychological violence of the classroom. 

But where the former was visibly brutal, the latter was visibly gentle ... The bullet was the means of the physical 

subjugation. Language was the means of the spiritual subjugation." (Ngũgĩ, 1987, 9). 

 

"... attempts to artificially suppress minority languages through policies of assimilation, devaluation, reduction to a 

state of illiteracy, expulsion or genocide are not only degrading of human dignity and morally unacceptable, but they 

are also an invitation to separatism and an incitement to fragmentation into mini-states." (Smolicz 1986, 96) 

 

"The real issue, therefore, is not whether, how or under what forces does an individual or a group become bilingual; 

it is whether and at what cost does one become a monolingual...". "If social integration is taken to be a psychological 

state characterized by positive self/ingroup identity along with positive other/outgroup identification (Mohanty 

1987), then bilingualism, both at the individual and at the social levels, seems to promote social integration." 

(Mohanty, 1994, 163; 158) 

 

"I am really worried about those children who do not have a strong mother tongue. Of course, as a parent, you do 

not need to ensure that the children learn their mother tongue up to a really high level, if you can be hundred percent 

sure of a few things. If you KNOW that you are never going to move house or school or country, that the parents' 

relationship is VERY stable, and that the child is NEVER going to have ANY emotional or learning problems in her 
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life, then you can take risks with your child and not send them to mother tongue classes." (Joanna Sancha, teacher in 

the English subsection in The European School of Brussels, in an interview 8 June 1994). 

 

 

DIVERSE MEANINGS OF "BILINGUAL EDUCATION" 
 

As the practice of multilingual education has expanded, different models have been developed to respond to the 

different purposes outlined below. All of them do not belong to the domain of bilingual education, though. The 

classic definition of bilingual education requires that the educational system uses two languages as media of 

instruction, in subjects other than the languages themselves (Andersson & Boyer 1978). 

I divide the types of education which have been labelled as bilingual education, into three different groups: non-

forms, weak forms and strong forms of bilingual education.
iii

 Some of them do not properly belong to the 

domain of bilingual education according to the classic definition even if they are so called. 

The non-forms are types of education where saying "bilingual" is pure phraseology. The school may have some 

teachers or teacher's aids who are present part of the time and who are unofficially allowed to use some minority 

languages as auxiliary languages if the children do not understand the language of instruction. But these minority 

languages are not time-tabled as subjects or officially accepted as media of instruction, neither does the composition 

of a class reflect a proper plan of trying to collect children with the same mother tongue to separate classes. 

Some school systems may use the term bilingual education even in cases where minority languages are not used by 

any members of the school staff (meaning they are only used by students) if there is some kind of a reception class 

or pull-out system for L2-instruction for minority children. 

The term has also been used by some school systems which have made efforts to include something of minority 

children's cultures (in some of the most colourful, superficial forms: dances, food, costumes, etc. - see the cultural 

deficiency phase described in e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas 1988, 32-36). This type of celebration of multiculturalism (e.g. 

during specific days/weeks) often excludes multilingualism, except, again, in its most superficial forms (how to say 

'hello' in fifteen languages; to learn a song in each of the languages of one's classmates). 

The weak forms of bilingual education have monolingualism, strong dominance in the majority language or limited 

bilingualism as their linguistic aim rather than multilingualism and multiliteracy. 

Some use one language only as a medium but teach foreign languages as subjects, i.e. they are not properly to be 

considered "bilingual education". International Schools usually belong to this type (for an overview of these, see 

Carder 1995 and the articles in Jonietz & Harris (Eds.) 1991). 

Others do belong to the category of bilingual education in the classic sense of the term, though, because they use 

two languages as media of instruction, e.g. all transitional models. These can again be subdivided according to the 

timing of and the criteria used for transition; they can be early-exit, medium-term-exit or late-exit models (see e.g. 

Hornberger 1991, Ramirez et al. 1991b). But none of these are strong forms of bilingual education. 

The strong forms of bilingual/multilingual education have as their linguistic aim to promote multilingualism (or, 

minimally, bilingualism) and multiliteracy for all participants in the programme. Some of the most important strong 

forms will be outlined below. 

 

 

PROTOTYPES OR MODELS OF BILINGUAL/MULTILINGUAL EDUCATION 
 

Strong models of multilingual education 
 

Among the strong models, I will identify the following four, which will be described very briefly: 

 

1. Plural multilingual model (also called mainstream bilingual/multilingual); 

2. Immersion model; 

3. Two-way dual language model (also called two-way bilingual immersion; 

4. Maintenance model (also called language shelter or heritage language model). 

 

1. Plural Multilingual model: The European Union Schools are a prototype for this model.
iv

 There are presently 

(1997) 11 schools of this type in 6 European Union countries, with around 15,000 students. They encompass grades 

1-12 and lead to the European Baccalaureate. The schools have subsections for most of  the official languages of the 
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member states and these are initially used as media of instruction. In that sense, then, all children are considered 

"language majority students" and all languages are "majority" ones. The students are of different nationality and 

language background - therefore "plural". Several languages are used as media for instruction, according to a 

carefully planned progression, and teachers are minimally bilingual. The goal is that all students become not only 

bilingual but multilingual - therefore "multilingual". 

The societal aim
v
 is clearly one of enrichment and pluralism, while the linguistic aim is to make students high level 

multilinguals and multiliterates, able to function in the European Union and beyond. 

2. Immersion model: This originally Canadian model has spread to many countries
vi

. Immersion programmes 

typically involve ethnolinguistic majority children, although there are some exceptions.
vii

 Two languages are used as 

media of instruction, initially the students' second language
viii

 and the teachers are bilingual, even if they only speak 

the students' L2. Early, partial and late immersion models aim to make students bilingual (or, in Europe, 

multilingual) and biliterate so that they can function in (and draw benefit from) pluralistic societies. 

The societal goals have so far to a large extent been more about maintaining old or gaining new benefits or 

privileges for middle class populations than general equity. 

3. Two-way Dual Language model: The bilingual immersion schools in California and elsewhere in the United 

States are the prototype.
ix

 There are both majority and minority students in the same class, and both languages (in 

most cases English and Spanish) are used as media of instruction with both groups, with the minority language 

dominating initially. Again, the objective of this type of bilingual education model is enrichment and pluralism, and 

bilingualism and biliteracy, for both the majority and the minority group. Alternate days programmes can be seen as 

a sub-category under two-way programmes.
x
 

4. Maintenance model: These classes/schools are often organized and/or demanded by an ethnolinguistic minority 

community. Most typically they educate minority children using both the minority and the majority language. 

Initially, the students' native language is used for most of the content matter education, especially in cognitively 

demanding, decontextualised subjects, while the majority language is taught as a subject only. Later on, some (but 

by no means all) maintenance programmes use the majority language as a medium of education for part of the time, 

but in proper maintenance programmes the minority language continues as a medium of education in several 

subjects throughout the school. 

For a few national minorities, maintenance programmes are a self-evident, "normal" way of educating their children, 

a natural human right. It is indicative that most minorities of this type, e.g. the Swedish-speakers in Finland, 

Afrikaans- and English-speakers in South Africa, or Russian-speakers in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, are either 

former power minorities or in a transitional phase where they have to accept the fact that they no longer have the 

power to impose their will on a numerical majority but where they still do have the power to organize their own 

children's education through the medium of their own language. 

Of course, it should be a fundamental, self-evident linguistic and educational human right for any ethnolinguistic 

minority to use its own language as the main medium of education.
xi

 But in fact most minorities in the world do not 

have this basic right.
xii

 A few indigenous peoples (who are numerically a minority in most of their own countries) 

have maintenance programmes (see e.g. Black 1990, Harris 1990, Kāretu 1994, Magga 1994, McLaughlin 1992, 

McLaughlin & Tierney (Eds.) 1993, Stairs 1988, Vorih & Rosier 1978. for examples); most of them do not (see e.g. 

Hamel 1994a, b). Most immigrant and refugee minority children do not have access to maintenance programmes 

either, even if it can be shown that they result in high levels of bi/multilingualism, enhanced school achievement and 

more societal equity.
xiii

 

The purpose of this type of multilingual programme is to ensure that language minority children continue to 

maintain and develop their mother tongue up to either a native (national minorities, indigenous peoples) or at least 

near-native (immigrant minorities) level, learn the majority language at a native level, become biliterate and achieve 

academically. In a European context, they typically also learn further foreign languages. This type of multilingual 

programme enriches society at large by ensuring that minorities gain access to linguistic and educational 

prerequisites for social, economic and political integration. 

Although the strong forms of multilingual education have different sociolinguistic realities with regard to the 

linguistic background of the students and the language(s) of the classroom, and different sociopolitical realities with 

regard to the power relations between the groups attending and the rest of society, they all share an aim of cultural 

and linguistic pluralism, with the multilingualism and multiliteracy of students as an avowed minimum aim. 
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Weak models of multilingual education 
 

For purposes of comparison, I will also mention one other model of education which is classified as "weak" in Colin 

Baker's typology (1993). The Transitional Model uses two languages as media of instruction. It is strictly for 

minority students who do not know the dominant majority language well enough for using it initially as a medium of 

instruction (mostly immigrant or refugee minorities in Europe and the U.S., national minorities in e.g. India). It is 

thus based on defining the students negatively, as deficient, in relation to their (lack of) knowledge of the dominant 

language (see Skutnabb-Kangas 1990a, 1991b). Initially, the minority language is used as a medium of instruction 

until the child becomes orally fluent in the dominant majority language, at which time instruction continues first 

mainly and very soon only through the medium of the dominant language. There may (often in Europe) or may not 

(mostly in the USA) be a mother-tongue-as-a-subject component after the transition. Sometimes there is some 

auxiliary teaching through the medium of the mother tongue even after the transition, but only during a limited, 

often rigidly specified time. Most educational models for minor or minority language speakers in India are also of 

this type (see e.g. Annamalai 1986, 1995, Mohanty 1994). 

Teaching through the medium of the mother tongue is not seen as a right that the child is entitled to
xiv

; the mother 

tongue is seen as useful only so far as its auxiliary use enhances the knowledge of the dominant language (see e.g. 

Baker & de Kanter for clear statements on this; in the U.S.A. context even reports like Ramirez et al (1991a, b), seen 

from a "European" point of view, clearly embody this type of principles in their design and presentation where 

prominence is given to minority children's knowledge of the dominant language while the knowledge of their 

mother tongue is not even reported). It is often, especially in the higher grades, more the attitude towards the 

minority mother tongue, the rationale legitimating its use (a self-evident right, or an instrument to better proficiency 

in the dominant language) than the number of hours, devoted to the minority language that is decisive for how a 

model should be classified. 

This model is, after ordinary submersion models (where minority children are instructed through the medium of the 

dominant language only), the most prevalent education type in most European and Europeanized countries
xv

 for 

immigrant minorities (and indigenous peoples) and certainly the most prevalent type using more than one language 

as media of education. Transitional bilingual education encourages shift to monolingualism in the dominant 

language.
xvi

 

 

 

REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE DIFFERENT TYPES 
 

The reasons for choosing bilingual or multilingual education are often different for diverse groups. Some have 

recognized multilingual education as a means to make their own children bilingual, thereby improving opportunities 

of doing business, getting ahead and maintaining privileges. Immersion programmes, the European Schools and 

International Schools
xvii

 are examples of this approach of enrichment and extra benefits. 

For others, multilingual education represents a means to better understanding of other ethnolinguistic groups with 

which they are in contact. Both immersion programmes and two-way programmes may have an element of this 

"integrative" motivation. 

Still others, often threatened ethnolinguistic groups have adopted multilingual education as a means of linguistic 

survival. Maintenance/language shelter programmes or revitalization programmes for minorities, e.g. the Frisian 

schools in the Netherlands or the Finnish schools in Sweden or Kōhanga Reo programmes in New Zealand, are of 

this type. 

And yet another use of bilingual education has been to educate in the mother tongue ethnolinguistic groups which 

had previously been excluded from equal educational opportunity. Again, both maintenance and two-way 

programmes may belong to this group. Likewise, many educational programmes in African countries could be 

counted under maintenance programmes.
xviii

 

The reasons and goals in using two languages in the educational system thus vary greatly, ranging then from 

increased knowledge and economic gain, to increased mutual understanding, to ethnolinguistic survival, to improved 

educational opportunity. Many programmes are multipurpose and combine several of the goals.
xix

 

 

 

GENERALIZABLE  PRINCIPLES IF A SCHOOL SYSTEM IS TO SUPPORT HIGH LEVELS 
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OF BILINGUALISM 
 

A sound multilingual educational policy is in several ways not too different from a sound educational policy in 

general. Despite the fact that both teachers and students develop high levels of metalinguistic awareness, the focus is 

often not on language per se, but rather the education of students, with multilingualism and multiliteracy being both 

a means to enhance good schooling
xx

, and one more product of good schooling. 

Informed parents, enlightened politicians and school administrators, and well-educated and committed teachers are 

important for the education of any child. Likewise, well-structured schools, progressive and inclusive educational 

policies and teaching strategies, rich and diverse materials, and fair educational assessment are principles of 

effective education for all. All this is most important in multilingual education too. 

But to achieve the full multilingualism and multiliteracy of students, certain additional principles have to be 

followed by the agents involved, developed by the educational context in which the action takes place, and 

supported by the surrounding society. 

It is, of course, impossible and would be pretentious to come with a list of principles for multilingual education 

which is claimed to be exhaustive. Many of my points could be deleted and others added.
xxi

 Still, with many 

reservations, I venture to suggest that there are important characteristics, desirable or required of the educational 

agents and the educational culture which can be seen as guiding principles for multilingual education. It seems to me 

that the principles which have to a large extent been followed in most of those experiments which have reached the 

best results (i.e. high levels of bi- or multilingualism, a fair chance of success in school achievement, and positive 

intercultural attitudes), could be formulated as 8 recommendations. I have applied the principles to some of the 

strong models discussed in this article (immersion, two-way bilingual and European Schools models and language 

maintenance (or language shelter as it is also called) and one which is not discussed (the alternate days model). I 

have also included a "utopian" model which would get a plus-rating on all the principles. Alternatives and additions 

to and further developments of and discussions about both the principles and, especially, concrete experience, are 

vital. Here are the principles: 

1. Support (= use as the main medium of education, at least during the first 8 years) the language (of the 2 

that the child is supposed to become bilingual in initially) which is least likely to develop up to a high formal 

level. This is for all minority children their own mother tongue. For majority children, it should be a minority 

language. Numerical majority languages may also be the languages to be supported if they are politically weak, for 

instance the official languages in the Baltic countries, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, or native African languages. 

2. In most experiments, the children are initially grouped together with children with the same L1. Mixed 

groups are not positive initially, and certainly not in cognitively demanding decontextualised subjects. (Spanish-

English two-way programmes in the U.S.A. are an exception: they have mixed in the same class 50% minority, 50% 

majority children. All are initially taught through the medium of the minority language, later through both. This may 

be a relevant factor in accounting for the Spanish-speaking children's sometimes relatively less impressive gains in 

both languages, compared to English-speaking children in the same programmes. The mere presence of majority or 

power language children in the same classroom may be too overwhelming for minority children, despite the 

minority language being the medium of education). 

3. All children are to become high level bilinguals, not only minority children. This seems to be especially 

important in contexts where majority and minority children are mixed. 

4. All children have to be equalized vis-a-vis the status of their mother tongues and their knowledge of the 

language of instruction. Nice phrases about the worth of everybody's mother tongue, the value of interculturalism, 

etc, serve little purpose, unless they are followed up in how the schools are organized. 

There has to be equality in the demands made on the children's and the teachers' competencies in the different 

languages involved, so that the same demands are made on everybody (both minority and majority children and 

teachers must be or become bi- or multilingual). 

There has to be equality in the role that the languages are accorded on the schedules and in higher education, in 

testing and evaluation, in marks given for the languages, in the physical environment (signs, forms, letters, the 

school's languages of administration, the languages of meetings, assemblies, etc), in the status and salaries of the 

teachers, in their working conditions, career patterns, etc. 

It is possible to equalize the children vis-a-vis their knowledge of the language of instruction in several different 

ways: 

A. All children know the language of instruction (maintenance programmes, European Schools initially); 

B. No children know the language of instruction or everybody is in the process of learning it (immersion 
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programmes, European Schools in certain subjects in a later phase); 

C. All children alternate between "knowing" and "not knowing" the language of instruction (two-way 

programmes in a late phase; alternate-days programmes (50% minority and 50% majority children, the medium of 

education alternates daily). 

5. All teachers (and other staff) have to be bi- or multilingual. Thus they can be good models for the children, 

and support them (through comparing and contrasting and being metalinguistically aware) in language learning. 

Every child in a school has to be able to talk to an adult with the same native language. 

This demand is often experienced as extremely threatening by majority group teachers, many of whom are not 

bilingual. Of course all minority group teachers are not high level bilinguals either. But it is often less important that 

the teacher's competence in a majority language is at top level, for instance in relation to pronunciation, because all 

children have ample opportunities to hear and read native models of a majority language outside the school, whereas 

many of them do NOT have the same opportunities to hear/read native minority language models. A high level of 

competence in a minority language is thus more important for a teacher than a high level of competence in a 

majority language. 

6. Foreign languages should be taught through the medium of the children's mother tongue and/or by 

teachers who know the children's mother tongue. No teaching in foreign languages as subjects should be given 

through the medium of other foreign languages (for instance, Turkish children in Germany should not be taught 

English through the medium of German, but via Turkish). 

7. All children must study both L1 and L2 as compulsory subjects through grades 1-12. Both languages have to 

be studied in ways which reflect what they are for the children: mother tongues, or second or foreign languages. 

Many minority children are forced to study a majority language, their L2, as if it was their L1. 

8. Both languages have to be used as media of education in some phase of the children's education, but the 

progression in how and how much each is used seems to vary for minority and majority children. 

 

For MAJORITY CHILDREN the mother tongue must function as the medium of education at least in some 

cognitively demanding, decontextualized subjects, at least in grades 8-12, possibly even earlier. 

MAJORITY CHILDREN can be taught through the medium of L2 at least in some (or even all or almost all) 

cognitively less demanding context-embedded subjects from the very beginning, and L2 can also be the medium of 

education, at least partially, in cognitively demanding decontextualized subjects, at least in grades 8-12. 

For MINORITY CHILDREN the mother tongue must function as the medium of education in all subjects initially. 

At least some subjects must be taught through L1 all the way, up to grade 12, but the choice of subjects may vary. It 

seems that the following development functions well: 

- transfer from the known to the unknown; 

- transfer from teaching in a language to teaching through the medium of that language; 

- transfer from teaching through the medium of L2 in cognitively less demanding, context-embedded subjects, to 

teaching through the medium of L2 in cognitively demanding decontextualized subjects. 

The progression used for all children in the European Schools seems close to ideal for minority children: 

The progression IN RELATION TO THE (minority) MOTHER TONGUE is as follows: 

1. All subjects are taught through the medium of the mother tongue during the first 2 years. 

2.  All cognitively demanding decontextualized core subjects are taught through the medium of the mother 

tongue during the first 7 years. 

3. There is less teaching through the medium of the mother tongue in grades 8-10, and again more teaching 

through the medium of the mother tongue in grades 11-12, especially in the most demanding subjects, in order to 

ensure that the students have understood them thoroughly. 

4. The mother tongue is taught as a subject throughout schooling, from 1-12. 

The progression IN RELATION TO THE SECOND LANGUAGE is as follows: 

1. The second language is taught as a subject throughout schooling, from 1-12. 

2. The second language becomes a medium of education already in grade 3, but only in cognitively less 

demanding context-embedded subjects. The teaching can be given in mixed groups, but ideally together with 

other children for whom the language is also an L2. 

3. Teaching in cognitively demanding decontextualized subjects only starts through the medium of L2 when the 

children have been taught that language as a subject for 7 years (grades 1-7) and have been taught through the 

medium of that language in cognitively less demanding context-embedded subjects for 5 years (grades 3-7). 

Children should not be taught demanding decontextualized subjects through L2 with other children for whom the 

language of instruction is their L1 before grade 8. In European Schools this is mostly not done even in grades 9-12 
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in compulsory subjects, only in elective courses. 

 

 

RATING THE MODELS 
 

In Table 1 the models have been "rated" in terms of pluses and minuses which show whether they generally follow 

the principle or not. In some cases, a differential rating has been given in relation to majority and minority children 

in the same programme. 

 

Table 1 Principles for multilingualism through education 

 

1. Support (= use as the main medium of education, at least during the first 8 years) the language which is 

least likely to develop up to a high formal level.  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  +   + +/-    MI+ MA-    +   + 

 

2. Group the children initially together with children with the same L1. No mixed groups initially, and 

especially not in cognitively demanding decontextualised subjects.  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  +         +      -     +       -    +     

 

3. ALL children are to become high level bilinguals, not only minority children. (Monolingualism is a curable 

illness. Bilingualism is to be a goal and a positive model for all)  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  +         +      +      +       +      + 

 

4. All children have to be equalized vis-a-vis their knowledge of the language of instruction and the status of 

their mother tongues:    

A All children know the language of instruction  

B No children know the language of instruction  

C All children alternate between "knowing" and "not knowing" the language of instruction  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  + A    + B    + C + A, C   -   + 

 

5. All teachers have to be bi- or multilingual  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

 + (ma ?)   +   +   +   +   + 

 

6. Foreign languages should be taught through the medium of the children's mother tongue and/or by 

teachers who know the children's mother tongue  
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LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

varies   +?   ? varies   ?   + 

 

7. All children must study both L1 and L2 as compulsory subjects through 1-12 

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  +?   -   +?   +   -   + 

 

8. Both languages have to be used as media of education in some phase of the children's education, but the 

progression is different for minority and majority children.  

 

LANGUAGE 

SHELTER 

IMMER-

SION 

ALTERN. 

DAYS 

EUROPEAN 

SCHOOLS 

TWO- 

WAY 

UTO- 

PIAN 

  +       +   +?   +   +?   + 

(Skutnabb-Kangas) 

 

It seems clear that none of the models follows all the principles. The Plural Multilingual European Schools model 

does it to a higher extent, though, than any of the other models. 

Jo Lo Bianco, the architect behind the Australian National Languages Plan, sums up the social goals in the 

Australian language policy under the four És: EQUALITY, ECONOMICS, ENRICHMENT and EXTERNAL.
xxii

 

Equality refers to the correlation between language on the one hand and social and economic equality or lack of it on 

the other hand. Language policy must correct any systematic injustice. The economic goal has to do with the 

economic value of multilingualism. The enrichment goal uses arguments about the cognitive and cultural benefits 

deriving from multilingualism. And the external goals have to do with the geopolitical situation of the country, 

development cooperation, transfer of technology and supporting bi- and multilateral relations with other countries. 

If we transfer the four És to the educational models discussed here, we could characterize them, admittedly a bit 

squarely, as follows. 

Maintenance or language shelter programmes for minorities support the equality goal and the enrichment goal for 

the minorities themselves, and help them economically, but do not do anything for the majorities directly. Indirectly 

the majorities benefit because maintenance models aid a better integration of minorities in the rest of the society, as 

Mohanty (1994) shows. Immersion programmes work against the equality goal. They support the enrichment goal 

and the economic goal for the participants in the programmes but not for the rest of the society. 

Two-way programmes and the European Schools models can function as the answers of the educational system 

vis-a-vis all four goals, but certain preconditions have to be fulfilled first. Multilingualism has to be seen as 

something enriching, good, normal, indeed necessary, for all, not only minorities or majority elites  - and it has to 

encompass more than English, French and German. The schools have to become accessible to all, not just elites. 

And the equality goals, both economic and political, must become more than nice catchwords, and be extended to 

the whole world, not only the small western European/North American/Japanese club.
xxiii

 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS: THE SOCIETAL CONTEXTS FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
 

Attaining a high level of multilingual competence has been common for the élites in most countries in the world. 

For them,  multilingual proficiency has been part of the symbolic linguistic and cultural capital, necessary for 

maintaining and reproducing their material and political capital (wealth and power). For them, multilingualism is a 

question of enrichment and benefits. 

By contrast, the attempts of dominated/subordinated linguistic minority groups to become high level 

multilinguals have in most parts of the world met with considerable difficulty and often direct or indirect resistance 
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and sabotage from the educational systems. For them, becoming at least bilingual has been and is in most cases 

(except when some kind of isolation is possible) necessary for survival, economically, culturally, psychologically, 

even politically. For them, high levels of multilingualism or at least bilingualism is a question of basic human rights. 

In a civilized state, there should be no need to debate the right to maintain and develop one's mother tongue. It is a 

self-evident, fundamental, basic linguistic human right. 

Observing linguistic human rights (LHRs) implies at an individual level that everyone can identify positively with 

their mother tongue, and have that identification accepted and respected by others, irrespective of whether their 

mother tongue is a minority language or a majority language
xxiv

. It means the right to learn the mother tongue, 

orally and in writing and to receive at least basic education through the medium of the mother tongue, and the right 

to use it in many (official) contexts. It means the right to learn at least one of the official languages in one's country 

of residence. It should therefore be normal that teachers (including second language teachers) are bilingual. 

Restrictions on these rights may be considered linguistic wrongs, an infringement of fundamental LHRs. 

Observing LHRs implies at a collective level the right of minority groups to exist (i.e. the right to be "different"). It 

implies the right to enjoy and develop their languages and the right for minorities to establish and maintain schools 

and other training and educational institutions, with control of curricula and teaching in their own languages. It also 

involves guarantees of representation in the political affairs of the state, and the granting of autonomy to administer 

matters internal to the groups, at least in the fields of culture, education, religion, information, and social affairs, 

with the financial means, through taxation or grants, to fulfil these functions. Many of these principles have been 

endorsed and codified in a wide range of human rights covenants and charters.
xxv

 

Many ethnolinguistic majorities enjoy most LHRs, and élites them all. It would be perfectly feasible to grant many 

of these rights to ethnolinguistic minorities, without infringing the rights of majorities. It is urgent to grant them if 

we are interested in avoiding conflicts where ethnicity coincides with other cleavages in society (as it does in many 

of the most violent conflicts in today's world). 

Observing the principles for multilingual education outlined in previous sections of this article in my view also 

respects linguistic human rights in education. If all education were to follow principles honouring LHRs, high levels 

of multilingualism would be likely to follow for both minorities and majorities. But today the education of both 

majorities and minorities in most European and Europeanized countries in my view functions in conflict with most 

scientifically sound principles about how education leading to high levels of multilingualism should be organized. 

Education participates in attempting and committing linguistic genocide
xxvi

 in relation to minorities. In relation to 

linguistic majorities, education today in most cases deprives them of the possibility of gaining the benefits 

associated with high levels of multilingualism. Present reductionist educational language choices (monolingual 

reductionism) do not support the diversity which is necessary for the planet to have a future. 

When global control to an increasing degree happens via language, instead of more brutal means (despite some of 

the signs of the opposite today), the relativity which comes with the multihorizons of multilingual and multicultural 

awareness, must be enhanced on a global scale too, if our planet and our humanity are to have a chance of survival 

(Skutnabb-Kangas 1996a). It is not only biodiversity which is a necessity for the planet. Maintaining, developing 

and sharing the knowledge and potential embedded in all our languages and cultures, supporting linguistic and 

cultural human diversity, is at least equally important for our survival as a species on this planet. Many cultures, and 

the languages through which their representatives have expressed them, contain more peaceful alternatives for 

humans to coexist with each other, with nature and with the cosmos
xxvii

 than the languages and cultures which 

dominate today. 

If laws, domestic and international, are to support human rights and linguodiversity, it is necessary for lawyers, 

linguists and educators to sit together and discuss not only the technicalities of how best to make children high level 

multilinguals, but also the context within which it happens and the goals we have when planning educational 

systems and legal measures to support them. 

Ole Wæver and his colleagues (1993) analyze the political forces which have been decisive in forming Europe 

during the preceding decade, as follows (Table 2): 

 

 

Table 2 The four political forces of the Europe of the past decade 

 

(1) the political stagnation and economic banktruptcy of the Soviet Union;  

(2) the revitalisation of Western European integration, initially under the banner of '1992', and latterly, and with 

much more trouble, under 'Maastricht';  
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(3) the widening acceptance that pluralism and markets were essential ingredients for any successful modern 

society; and  

(4) the releasing and/or revival of nationalism and xenophobia. 

 

from Wæver et al. 1993) 

 

In the last two, there is an inbuilt conflict which they do not discuss: an acceptance of pluralism on the one hand and 

a new flourishing of nationalism and racism (what they call "xenophobia") on the other hand. It is important to note 

that the pluralism that is meant here is a pluralism of market forces, not the linguistic and cultural pluralism which I 

see as one of the goals in the strong forms of bilingual or multilingual education. When supporters/representatives of 

the European Union speak of the European "integration", the second force in Wæver et aĺs list, this often refers to an 

integration among the élites in the self-selected little Western European Club which has monopolized the label 

"Europe" for themselves. Neither Eastern and Central Europe nor ordinary people or minorities in Western Europe 

are seen as agents in this "European integration". 

As I mentioned earlier, one of the big challenges for multilingual and multicultural education is to organize 

education in a way which helps to solve the conflict between models which make élites multilingual and models 

which prevent minorities or powerless groups from reaching high levels of multilingualism.  Linguistic plurality has 

to be seen as something enriching: positive, normal and necessary (instead of a deficiency: negative, abnormal, 

avoidable); it has to encompass more than English, French and German
xxviii

; the equality goal, both economic and 

political, has to become more than phrases or a posture, be global rather than restricted to the small western 

European club. If we do not counteract the linguistic and cultural imperialism that Western Europe, through its 

élites, is a formidable representative of, multilingualism will result in the integration of élites with other élites, in 

order to be able to maintain and recreate their global hegemony and to be better able to prevent any kind of a more 

equitable global integration. 

When we in European educational language planning fora talk about the necessity of everybody learning English 

well as a part of the multilingualism goal, we must choose to what extent we want to, unwittingly or willingly, be 

agents for the advancement of English linguistic imperialism (see Phillipson 1992), or agents for supporting 

linguistic diversity and plurality of languages and cultures in a authentic, human ecological spirit. Yukio Tsuda 

discusses both alternatives in terms of a "diffusion of English" paradigm and a "language ecology" paradigm. He 

sees them as characterized by the following epiteths (Table 3): 

 

 

Table 3 The diffusion of English and the ecology of language paradigms 

1. The diffusion of English paradigm 

- capitalism 

- science and technology 

- modernization 

- monolingualism 

- ideological globalization and internationalization 

- transnationalization 

- Americanization and homogenization of world culture 

- linguistic, cultural and media imperialism 

2. Ecology of language paradigm 

- human rights perspective 

- equality in communication 

- multilingualism 

- maintenance of languages and cultures 

- protection of national sovereignties 

- promotion of foreign language education 

(from Tsuda 1994) 

 

I see multilingual education models which work within the language ecology paradigm, i.e. advanced versions of the 

strong models above, as better alternatives for those who do not want to reproduce the present unequal power 

structures. But the strategies for accomplishing the spreading of these morally more acceptable and scientifically 
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sound models have to be thought through much more carefully than so far. Racism, classism, sexism, imperialism, 

etc. are not information problems (if we as researchers inform the politicians about problems and scientifically 

sound solutions, they will make laws and regulations accordingly, and everybody will live happily ever after). It is 

clear that, for instance, both the complexity of situations worldwide, the fact that there is no one model for every 

situation but a range of possibilities, and the lack of proper definitions of central concepts (e.g. "minority" or 

"language") have been used by power holders both to legitimate lack of rights and to prevent changes which might 

grant rights to groups which so far have been excluded from those rights. The difficulties faced by the Deaf 

Communities ("do they really have a language?")
xxix

 and the resistance of all European countries (e.g. Sweden vis-

a-vis the Finnish labour migrant minority
xxx

) to allowing immigrated minorities to develop into new national ethnic 

minorities or to accept that there are minorities in the country in the first place (e.g. France, Turkey) or to let 

groups/communities/peoples name themselves and their languages
xxxi

 (Macedonians) are just some examples of the 

problems we have to face. Rather than "differentiating between research and politics", a plea heard in some 

discussions during this seminar, we should minimally acknowledge that the plea is part of a certain paradigm of 

philosophy of science, i.e. an ideological claim, or, rather, tackle the question of the necessary interlocking of 

questions of language and bilingual education with politics in a scientific way, acknowledging the biases that are an 

inevitable part of the study. Or, as Constance Beutel, the former director of Pacific Bell's Self-directed Education 

Unit, so succinctly put it in the title of an article (1990), we should, in our research and otherwise, be "Transforming 

the world - everything else is commentary". 
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i For more on linguistic human rights, see especially Skutnabb-Kangas (in press), Skutnabb-Kangas and 

Phillipson 1989, 1994 and de Varennes 1996.  

ii Related to this is also the belief that bilingualism is causally connected to (other) psychological, 

educational or economic deficiencies and disasters. For refuting this type of claim, see, e.g. references to Corson, 

Cummins, Fishman, García, Hakuta, Nieto, Pattanayak, Skutnabb-Kangas, in the bibliography. 

iii  I am here building further on Colin Baker's distinction between weak and strong  models of multilingual 

education - for these and typologies of bilingual education, see especially Baker 1993, 153ff). See also the 

typologies in Skutnabb-Kangas 1984, chapter 6, which, in turn, Baker has developed further. 

iv See references to Baetens Beardsmore (especially 1995) in the bibliography for descriptions and 
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evaluations of these schools. 

v For the concepts of linguistic & societal goals, especially when these do not tally with the officially 

expressed goals which sometimes function as a smokescreen, in the best doubletalk way, see Skutnabb-Kangas 

1988, 1991b, 1996b, and the introduction and final comments by the editors in Skutnabb-Kangas & Cummins (eds.) 

1988. 

vi Early, late or partial immersion programmes which have been studied and reported exist in many countries, 

e.g. Australia (e.g. Clyne (Ed.) 1986), Canada (e.g. Genesee 1976, 1985, 1987, Lambert & Tucker 1972, Swain & 

Lapkin 1982), Catalunya (e.g. Artigal 1995), Finland (e.g. Helle 1995), Hungary (e.g. Duff, 1991), USA. Many 

countries are trying them out but without much research follow-up, others are planning them (e.g. Estonia, see (Ülle) 

Rannut 1992). For studies on immersion programmes in other countries, see the references in Artigal 1995, 

Cummins 1995 and Genesee 1987. 

vii See e.g. Taylor 1993, on indigenous Mi'kmaq children in Canadian French immersion. See also Swain et al. 

1990. 

viii Unless something else is clearly indicated, I use "L2" or "second language" to mean the language which is 

the second in the order of learning for the student (as opposed to the first language or a third or fourth language). A 

second language in this sense may or may not be a language which is not the student's mother tongue but which the 

student can hear and use in the immediate environment outside the home, one of the other common ways of defining 

a second language. Here the second language is posited as opposed to a foreign language which one does not use 

daily in the environment.  

ix See Dolson & Lindholm 1995 for an excellent overview of the goals, set-up and preliminary results of 

these programmes, and Christian 1994, Christian & Mahrer 1992, 1993 and Christian & Montone 1994 for detailed 

yearly overviews and some comparisons of existing programmes. See also references to Lindholm in the 

bibliography for some of the evaluations. 

x See Curtis 1988 for a description of an alternate days programme, from its inception to its preliminary but 

temporary death - it functions in Calistoga again. See also Tucker et al. 1970 for an early description of this type of 

programme, in the Philippines. 

xi This is recognized by e.g. the Estonian regulations on education where the Russian-speakers can even in 

the future have all of their education, including secondary schools, through the medium of Russian if they so wish, 

and study Estonian as a second language - see e.g. Rannut & Rannut 1995. It is important to note this because of the 

misinformation about the Baltic countries, common in some Russian propaganda, even at the highest level. 

xii See articles in Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson (Eds.) 1994, for analyses and examples; see also Minority 

Rights Group (Ed.) 1994. 

xiii See e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas 1987 and articles in Peura & Skutnabb-Kangas (Eds.) 1994, for examples of 

Finnish migrant minority children in maintenance programmes in Sweden where the Finnish working class migrant 

minority children, after 9 years of Finnish-medium classes, score somewhat better than Swedish middle class 

children in parallel classes in the same schools in a Swedish language test and almost as well as Finnish children in 

Finland in a Finnish language test; see also Eriksson 1994. Ethnic mother-tongue schools in the United States are of 

this type; see Fishman 1980, García 1988, García and Otheguy 1988. 

xiv This is true in Australia and in the U.S. and, in most cases, European contexts. In India, the right to use the 

mother tongue as a medium of education is enshrined in the constitution and school regulations, but the formulations 

are vague enough to allow for the right to be sidestepped (see Bhat 1993 for an excellent legal overview and 

comparison with Canada). 

xv Europeanized countries are those countries which were originally colonized from Europe, i.e. Australia, 

Canada, the United States, New Zealand, for some purposes possibly also South Africa. 

xvi  For more on how this is done, see García 1993; for a thorough criticism of the model and the ideologies 

behind it, see Mohanty 1994. This model fits the United Nation's old definition of linguistic genocide - see 

Skutnabb-Kangas 1996a, b, forthcoming. 

xvii Most International Schools are not part of bilingual/multilingual education in the classical sense of the 

term, though, because they only use one language of instruction. 

xviii See e.g. Obura 1986, Rubagumya 1991, Rubagumya (Ed.) 1990, for some examples. As Birgit Brock-Utne 

observes, "[I]n many of the African countries the majority language is treated in a way that minority languages are 
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treated in the industrialized world" (1993, 39). 

xix For more on different aims of multilingual education, see, e.g. Baker 1993; Ferguson, Houghton and Wells 

1977; Fishman 1976; Hornberger 1991; Lo Bianco 1990; Mohanty 1994. 

xx Ajit K. Mohanty summarizes his extensive empirical studies in India, studies where many of the 

methodological shortcomings of much of Western research into the relationship between bilingualism and cognition 

have been corrected for, as follows: "... bilingualism or the ability to communicate in two linguistic codes fosters 

metalinguistic and metacognitive development which makes them [the Kond children studied] cognitively more 

flexible, endows them with a capacity to control their own cognitive processes more effectively, gives them a better 

analytic and objective orientation and enhances their sensitivity to communicative input." (Mohanty 1994, 81). 

xxi See also Skutnabb-Kangas & García 1995 for a more elaborated version. 

xxii See e.g. Lo Bianco 1990. 

xxiii See also the reflections on and criticisms of the European Schools model in the articles in Skutnabb-Kangas 

(Ed.) 1995. 

xxiv I define "minorities" and "minority languages" in terms of power not numbers. See Andrýsek 1989, 

Capotorti 1979 and Thornberry 1991 on legal human rights definitions, and Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson 1994 on 

their specific applicability to linguistic minorities.  

xxv See Alfredsson 1991; Phillipson, Rannut & Skutnabb-Kangas 1994; Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson 1994; 

de Varennes 1996, for these rights and Skutnabb-Kangas, in press, for criticism. 

xxvi When the United Nations did preparatory work for what later became the "International convention for the 

prevention and punishment of the crime of genocide" (E 793, 1948), linguistic and cultural genocide were 

discussed alongside physical genocide, and were seen as serious crimes against humanity (see Capotorti 1979). 

When the Convention was accepted, Article 3, which covered linguistic and cultural genocide was vetoed by some 

nation states (the "great powers"), and it is thus not included in the final Convention of 1948. What remains, 

however, is a definition of linguistic genocide, which most states then in the UN were prepared to accept. 

Linguistic genocide is defined (in Art. 3, 1) as 

 

 "Prohibiting the use of the language of the group in daily intercourse or in schools, or the printing and 

circulation of publications in the language of the group". 

 

 The use of a minority language can be prohibited overtly and directly, through laws, imprisonment, torture, 

killings and threats, as in Turkey today vis-a-vis the Kurds (see e.g. Human Rights in Kurdistan 1989; Helsinki 

Watch Update 1990; Besikci 1990; "Silence is killing them" 1994, Skutnabb-Kangas & Bucak, 1994). The use of a 

minority language can also be prohibited covertly, more indirectly, via ideological and structural means, as in the 

educational systems of most European and North American countries. 

 My claim is that the use of a minority language is in fact prohibited "in daily intercourse or in schools" 

every time there are minority children in day care centres and schools, but no bilingual teachers who are authorized 

to use the languages of the minority children as the media of teaching and child care most of the time. This is the 

situation for most immigrant and refugee minority children in all Western European countries and in the US, Canada 

and Australia. Immigrant minority education in these countries is thus guilty of linguistic genocide, as defined by the 

UN. So is the education that most indigenous first nations have had and that many of them still have (see e.g. Hamel 

1994a, b; Jordan 1988). For an elaboration, see Skutnabb-Kangas, forthcoming. 

xxvii This is the threefold relationship within which we exist, as Debi Pattanayak so beautifully shows in relation 

to our mother tongues (1992). 

xxviii See e.g. nr. 8, 1994, of the journal Sociolinguistica, a thematic number called English only? in Europe/in 

Europe/en Europe, and especially the  articles by Ammon, Fishman, Truchot and Phillipson & Skutnabb-Kangas. 

xxix See e.g. Branson & Miller 1993, 1994, the Newsletter of the World Federation of the Deaf and articles in 

Ahlgren & Hyltenstam (Eds.) 1994. 

xxx See e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas 1996b. 

xxxi See Skutnabb-Kangas 1996c. 


